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Tick the correct answer for the following questions: 1x15=15
1. I have a nice cat. It is much ___________ than my friend’s cat.

i. Nice ii. nicer iii. Nicest 
2. Here is Emily. She is six years old. Her brother is nine years ______________, so he’s fifteen.

i. Old ii. older iii. Oldest 
3. This is a difficult exercise. But the exercise that practises adverbs is the ________________ 

exercise on the worksheet. 
i. Difficult ii. more difficult iii. Most	difficult

4. He has an interesting hobby, but my sister has the _________________ hobby in the world. 
i. Interesting ii. more interesting iii. Most	interesting

5. In the last holidays, I read a good book, but father gave me an even ________________ one last 
weekend. 
i. Good ii. better iii. Best 

6. This is the _______________ coffee I have ever had!
i. Bad ii. worse iii. Worst

7. My teacher has a soft voice, but my mother’s is ________________.
i. Soft ii. softer iii. Softest 

8. Do you know the ___________________ country in the world?
i. Hot ii. Hotter iii. Hottest

9. We have only a few minutes for this exercise, but in the examination we’ll have even 
_______________ time.
i. Less ii. lesser iii. Least

10. _______________ rice is available with the grocer.
i. Little ii. few iii. Least 

11. This town is just as _______________ as my native one. 
i. Large ii. larger iii. Largest

12. The movie was __________________ interesting than the book. 
i. Interesting ii. more	interesting iii. Most interesting

13. The shop is _______________ than the school.
i. Far ii. farther iii. Farthest

14. This song is the ___________________ one in the world.
i. Beautiful ii. more beautiful iii. Most	beautiful

15. The girl is very ________________. 
i. Intelligent ii. more intelligent iii. Most intelligent 
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